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ABSTRACT

The International Criminal Court (ICC) has been celebrated for its innovative victim provisions, which enable victims to participate in proceedings, avail of protection measures and assistance, and to claim reparations. The impetus for incorporating victim provisions within the ICC, came from victims' dissatisfaction with the ad hoc tribunals in providing them with more meaningful and tangible justice.¹ The International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda (ICTY/R) only included victim protection measures, with no provisions for victims to participate in proceedings nor to claim reparations at them. Developments in domestic and international law, in particular human rights such as the 1985 UN Declaration on Justice for Victims and the UN Guidelines on Remedy and Reparations, and transitional justice mechanisms, such as truth commissions and reparations bodies, have helped to expand the notion of justice for international crimes to be more attuned to victims as key stakeholders in dealing with such crimes.

With the first convictions secured at the ICC and the victim participation and reparation regime taking form, it is worth evaluating the extent to which these innovative provisions have translated into justice for victims. The first part of this paper outlines what justice for victims of international crimes entails, drawing from victimology and human rights. The second section surveys the extent to which the ICC has incorporated justice for victims, in procedural and substantive terms, before concluding in looking beyond the Court to how state parties can complement the ICC in achieving justice for victims. This paper argues that while much progress has been made to institutionalise justice for victims within the Court, there is much more progress needed to evolve and develop justice for victims within the ICC to avoid dissatisfaction of past tribunals.

I. JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMES

Over the past few decades many domestic jurisdictions have been concerned with improving victim satisfaction with the criminal justice system. Enhancing victims’ experience is supposed to foster their engagement as witnesses to help prosecutions as well as to improve the legitimacy of criminal trials. While there are similar concerns in international criminal justice, there are stark differences in terms of political dimensions between state sovereignty and distinction from domestic crimes. International crimes generally involve mass victimisation and large-scale organised participation,

¹ The ICTY and ICTR were established only a few years earlier from the Rome Statute to address violence in the former Yugoslavia and the genocide in Rwanda.
such as the Rwanda genocide; they can be ideologically driven by dehumanising victims to legitimise violence against them; involve the action or inaction of the state; and have a long-term impact on victims, particularly in cases of impunity. In developing how justice can be delivered for victims of international crimes it is worth first looking at their needs, before turning to procedural and substantive aspects of justice.

A. Victims’ needs

Victimological studies of domestic victimisation have found that victims generally have emotional, informational and practical needs. For international crimes, these needs can be more acute owing to the scale and gravity of the crimes committed. Emotional needs of victims may require medical rehabilitation to cope with their trauma, public acknowledgement of their suffering to counter impunity, as well as supportive treatment and protection measures in judicial proceedings to ensure they are not revictimised. Victims’ informational needs may include wanting to know why they were targeted, who is responsible, the wider context of violations, and how they can access redress. In terms of practical needs, victims may want to see those responsible to be identified, prosecuted and punished; they may need financial support, protection from further violence, as well as basic provision of necessities, given the scale of destruction caused by international crimes. Victims are not homogenous, nor do they speak with one voice. Their needs can change over time and can conflict with others, such as some preferring peace over accountability, or compensation instead of goods in kind. Crimes and violations impact individuals and groups differently, given their diverse social and cultural background and personal characteristics. Instead of being prescriptive to respond to these general needs, which would be challenging given their broad and at times conflicting nature, justice should be responsive, as far as possible, to victims, enabling them to access redress and present their interests in proceedings which determine outcomes that affect them.


Justice for victims is contrary to impunity, which denies victims’ suffering and prevents their access to redress. Instead justice for victims affirms victims’ dignity, by acknowledging their suffering and remedying their harm. Justice for victims also engages with a rights discourse, as it protects victims’ agency through legal entitlement and encourages the use of a common language to balance differing interests, rather than to trump others. This concept is comparable to an effective remedy in human rights law, though it also draws form victimological research, and recognises that responsibility for violence can be attributed to non-state actors. This rights and victimological based approach helps to conceptualise justice for victims in procedural and substantive terms.

B. Procedural justice

Procedural justice for victims comprises of access to redress and fair treatment within proceedings. As victims’ interaction with the criminal justice system can be a source of secondary victimisation, such as denying their victimisation or ignoring their needs, procedural justice tries to ensure that they are treated with dignity and respect. In order to protect victims’ interests, procedural justice includes a number of provisions including protection measures, participation in proceedings which affect their interests, access to legal representation, assistance and support, and to claim reparations. Together these provisions can improve victims’ satisfaction of justice processes, improving their legitimacy in the eyes of those most affected by crimes, as well as encouraging their engagement to assist such processes, whether through acting as witnesses or participating in proceedings to ensure that judicial outcomes can more effectively respond to their needs. Importantly for victims recognising their role in proceedings enables them to have the agency to shape outcomes that can respond to their needs and interests.


D. Shelton, Remedies in International Human Rights Law, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2005, 2nd edn., p. 7; Moffett, supra note 2, pp. 30 and 149-150.


C. Substantive justice

Substantive justice encompasses the outcomes of judicial processes. For victims, substantive justice involves redressing the harm they have suffered and the causes of victimisation. This corresponds with an effective remedy in human rights law, which has developed three rights for victims of gross violations: truth; justice; and reparations. The right to truth involves determining what international crimes occurred, the context and consequences, as well as the fate and whereabouts of those who died. The right to truth, while not entitling victims to information on every detail or guaranteeing the unearthing the identity of every perpetrator, does allow them to affirm their suffering with a public historical account of the past. The right to justice comprises of victims' procedural access to redress as well as to seek prosecution of those responsible. It does not entitle victims' to a particular outcome, such as a conviction, due to limitations in evidence or other public interest concerns, rather it is concentrated on allowing access to redress against a responsible actor. The right to reparations enables victims to avail of appropriate remedial measures to alleviate their harm. In comparison to the other two rights, reparations can provide more tangible measures to victims that can improve their quality of life.

Justice for victims comprises of both the procedural and substantive aspects, which complement each other as a means and an end to redress their harm. The purpose of justice for victims is to ensure that victims have some form of defined agency or role through presenting their interests in proceedings which affect them, in order to help shape outcomes that can remedy their suffering, rather than being objects of moral concern. That said justice mechanisms, such as the ICC do not solely exist to respond to victims' interests, but have to balance other interests before it, such as the rights of the defendant and the prosecution. Accordingly, such courts are not victim-centred, but rather victim-orientated in the sense that they are responsive as far as possible to victims in light of balancing competing interests.

18 See 2005 UN Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law, A/RES/60/147, (UNBPG). There are five main types of reparations including restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, measures of satisfaction, and guarantees of non-repetition, as appropriate in effectively remedying gross violations of human rights.
II. JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS WITHIN THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

Justice for victims has been expressed as the *raison d’être* of the International Criminal Court. Commentators have expressed that the ICC offers a ‘high-water mark’ for victims in terms of its provisions and that it places victims at the ‘heart of international criminal justice’. Others have suggested that the Court incorporates restorative justice, in that it seeks to resort victims with less of a retributive focus than demarcated previous international criminal tribunals. Human rights law has also influenced the victim provisions within the Rome Statute, which traditionally takes a victim-centred approach. Yet the core purpose of the ICC is to investigate, prosecute and punish those most responsible for international crimes, with justice for victims secondary to this goal. The Court has to balance other interests before it. Instead of being restorative or victim-centred, the ICC represented more victim-orientated justice in that it remains a criminal court, but is responsive to victims’ interests as far as possible, without undermining the rights of the defendant. This section analyses the extent to which the ICC has been responsive to victims’ interests, both in procedural terms of enabling their participation and protection in proceedings as well as in terms of determining outcomes which affect them. The purpose of the first sub-section is to give an overview of these provisions before examining their effectiveness in the subsequent sub-section.

A. Victim provisions within the Rome Statute

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court includes a number of innovative victim provisions on recognition, participation, protection and assistance, and reparations. In terms of which individuals can avail of the victim provisions before the Court, Rule 85 in the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE) define ‘victims’ as ‘any natural persons who have suffered harm as a result of the commission of any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court’ as well as certain legal persons.

---


is narrowed down by the selection of perpetrators and crimes by the Prosecutor to be tried before the ICC, though they have to take into account the ‘interests of victims’ and ‘justice’.26 Accordingly while on the face of it Rule 85 provides a wide definition of victim, the limited cases before the ICC has the effect of confining the number of victims who can seek justice before the Court.

The provisions on victim participation are one of the most commented and litigated aspects of the ICC, given that such participation has the potential to conflict with the rights of the defendant.27 The main victim participation provisions under Article 68(3) enables victims to present their ‘views and concerns’ in appropriate proceedings where their personal interests are affected.28 The Court has interpreted victim participation to include eight modalities in how they can partake in proceedings: attend hearings; make oral motions, responses, and submissions; file written submissions; access evidence; ask questions; submit evidence; call witnesses; and to be notified of issues or proceedings which affect them.29 As the potential numbers of victims could be in their thousands, as in the Bemba case where they number 5,229, their views and concerns are advocated by legal representatives (VLRs). This can benefit victims, as VLRs are familiar with the rules and proceedings of the Court and can better articulate victims’ interests before the ICC.30 That said victims do not have a right per se as a legal entitlement to participate in every proceeding or with all modalities, as it has to be permitted by the judges on balance with the rights of the defendant and a fair and expeditious trial.

In terms of victim protection the Rome Statute and RPE provides a well-developed regime, drawing from the experience of the ad hoc tribunals and human rights jurisprudence.31 Protection is extended to not only those victims and witnesses testifying before the Court, but also those applying to participate. Protection measures include closed hearings (in camera), pseudonyms, voice and facial distortion, public non-disclosure, and redaction of identity or identifying information from the record.32 Special measures are also afforded to vulnerable witnesses and victims, such as children and those subjected to sexual violence, and comprise a support person, shielding devices, video conferencing technology, and sensitive questioning.33 The protection regime is facilitated by the Victims and
Witnesses Unit (WVU) within the Registry, which provides counselling and other assistance to witnesses and victims before the Court. This is supplemented with assistance to victims through the Trust Fund for Victims (TFV), which under its second mandate is to provide ‘physical or psychological rehabilitation or material support for the benefit of victims and their families’ who have suffered from crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court under Rule 85.34 Victims can also claim reparations once a perpetrator is convicted under Article 75. Together these are the main provisions for victims with the ICC, it is worth now turning to evaluate how effective they are in practice.

**B. Justice for victims?**

It is apparent from the proceedings of the ICC that victims are represented and their views and concerns voiced through their legal representatives. However, the effectiveness and meaningfulness of such participation has been increasingly limited over fears that such participation undermines the right of the defendant to a fair and expedient trial. Moreover, victim participation while first allowed during the investigate stage, has been reversed by the Appeals Chamber to protect the independence of the Prosecutor, despite human rights jurisprudence finding the importance of victim participation at such a stage to ensure public transparency and scrutiny.35 In trial proceedings victims can present evidence, but the Court has tried to limit this to the role of the prosecution and defence, to ensure there is equality of arms.36 That said Trial Chamber III in the *Bemba* case has allowed victims to present evidence on the criminal culpability of the accused.37 It is easy to discern that there is piecemeal approach to victim participation within the Court, with some Chambers enabling victims greater participatory rights than in others.38 These inconsistencies have meant there is inequality in participation for victims before the ICC.39 This distinction can boil down to judges’ personal views on victim participation, with Judges Kaul and Steiner more receptive to a

---

34 Article 79(1), and TFV Regulations 42 and 50(a)(i). Under its first mandate the TFV facilitates reparations ordered by the Court.


broad notion of victim participation, whereas other such as Pikis and Wyngaert concerned that victims risk undermining the rights of the defendant. There is need for greater harmonisation of the victim participation regime to ensure equality for victims and other participants, as well as to protect defendants from any legal uncertainty which could undermine their presumption of innocence.40

With regards to victim representation, concerns over legal aid costs for victim participation and increasing number of applicants has meant that there is growing reliance on collectivising application and participation.41 While victim legal representatives in the Lubanga case numbered seven for 129 victims, in the Bemba case there are two VLRs acting on behalf of 5,229 victims. It is questionable how effective thousands of victims’ views and concerns can be effectively represented before the Court. Support teams are established in country to facilitate exchanges between victims and the legal representatives.42 The Registry also notifies victims and conducts outreach with affected communities to inform them of the work and progress of cases.43 The collectivisation of victim applications in the Kenyatta case has the potential to further dilute victims’ participation in proceedings, given that the ‘represented victims have not been subject to an individual assessment by the Court.’44 In making participation more economically efficient, we should be careful not to undermine the standing of victims or their individual voices.

More worryingly is the impact, or rather lack of, victim participation is having on decision making within the Court. While victims have presented their views and concerns, they have not been an important consideration in the judges’ decision making in determining outcomes such as truth, justice and reparations. In terms of truth, the Court has enabled a number of victims to present in person their views and concerns in proceedings to help the judges ‘determine the truth’ under Article 69(1). However, victims’ role in such proceedings are functional in determining the truth about the facts of the case for the Chamber’s benefit, rather than wider notions of truth that are important to victims, such as documentation of the role of neighbouring states in Mr Lubanga’s crimes.45

42 ICC, Prosecutor v Bemba, Decision on Common Legal Representation of Victims for the Purpose of Trial, ICC-01/05-01/08-1005, 10 November 2010.
45 ICC, Prosecutor v Lubanga, Decision on the Request by the Legal Representative of Victims a/0001/06, a/0002/06, a/0003/06, a/0049/06, a/0007/08, a/0149/08, a/0155/07, a/0156/07, a/0404/08, a/0405/08, a/0406/08, a/0407/08, a/0409/08, a/0149/07, and a/0162/07 for Admission of the Final Report of the Panel of Experts on the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources and Other Forms of Wealth of the Democratic Republic of the Congo as Evidence, ICC-01/04-01/06-2135, 22 September 2009.
In terms of justice, victims have suggested that in the sentencing of Lubanga and Katanga the Court should have ordered longer sentences than the respective 14 and 12 years handed down.\textsuperscript{46} Similarly in decisions on admissibility of situations before the Court in assessing the effectiveness of domestic capacity, ICC judges have failed to take into account victims’ interests in the lack of effective local redress, beyond witness protection.\textsuperscript{47} The withdrawal of the prosecution’s appeal of the Katanga judgement after the defendant retracted his appeal and accepted the conviction expressing remorse to the victims, failed to appreciate victims’ interests that the judgment did not find him responsible for sexual violence and other crimes.\textsuperscript{48} By preventing victims from appealing the decision the Court evinces it preference of the prosecution and defence, with the victims as participants rather than parties to proceedings. The limited impact of victims’ concerns on judges’ decision making is perhaps most evident in the Court’s first reparation decision in the Lubanga case, where the risk to rights of the defendant and role of the prosecutor are minimised, given the trial has been completed and the accused convicted. In the Lubanga decision, despite representations by the victims for individual and collective reparations to help remedy their suffering, the judges instead ordered that reparations be made through the Trust Fund to benefit the community.\textsuperscript{49}

With protection and assistance, the Court has been proactive in ensuring that victims are satisfied with their engagement within criminal proceedings.\textsuperscript{50} Judges and the VWU have been sensitive to the individual needs of victims and supportive of them in proceedings. The ICC judges have acknowledged that criminal proceedings can be ‘foreign and uncomfortable’ and even intimidating to victims and witnesses, these protective and special measures help to facilitate their testimony and participation in proceedings.\textsuperscript{51} The Court has not yet endorsed anonymous victims or witnesses to testify before the Court. A more systemic problem rests in protecting victims domestically, particularly where the ICC is dependent on local police forces, such as in the Kenyan situation where


\textsuperscript{48} ICC, \textit{Prosecutor v Katanga}, Decision on the victims’ requests to participate in the appeal proceedings, ICC-01/04-01/07-3505, 24 July 2014.


\textsuperscript{50} See ‘Bearing witness at the International Criminal Court: An Interview Survey of 109 Witnesses’, Berkley Human Rights Centre, June 2014.

\textsuperscript{51} ICC, \textit{Prosecutor v Lubanga}, Decision Regarding the Practices used to Prepare and Familiarise Witnesses for giving Testimony at Trial, ICC-01/04-01/06-1049, 30 November 2007, para. 32.
there have been reports of intimidation of those victims participating before the Court.\textsuperscript{52} In terms of assistance the Trust Fund for Victims has been somewhat of a success provide support to over 100,000 victims.\textsuperscript{53} That said a large percentage of these numbers is made up of victim sensitisation or peace-building programmes to affected communities, which offer little direct benefit to victims, in comparison to more remedial reconstructive surgery.

Accordingly while the ICC affords victims a participatory role in proceedings, incorporating principles of procedural justice, their role has minimal impact on the judges' determinations of outcomes of truth, justice and reparations. This reflects an internal challenge of the ICC in balancing the competing interests before it with limited resources. Moreover, in substantive terms, the ICC cannot uncover the complete truth of a conflict, prosecute every perpetrator or offer reparations to every victim. The ICC is more selective and intended to deal with the most serious international crimes and perpetrators. However, the Court can be more responsible to victims in the proceedings before it, in particular the Court needs to better manage expectations as to what it can and cannot do. Nevertheless, it does not mean there should be impunity for crimes which fall outside the Court's capacity, but rather state parties should be adopting victim-orientated provisions to complement the work of the ICC.\textsuperscript{54}

\section*{III. Conclusion}

The inclusion of a number of victim provisions within the International Criminal Court represents a welcomed step in international criminal justice to incorporate justice for victims within its proceedings and outcomes. That said there remains work to be done to improve victim participation in the investigation and trial stage of proceedings, as well as to take into account their interests in determining outcomes. Moreover given concerns with the rising costs of participation and the number of victims applying to participate at the Court, greater effort needs to be made to ensure that collectivising victims' views and concerns does not filter out the voices of more vulnerable groups, such as those subjected to sexual violence or children.\textsuperscript{55}


\textsuperscript{54} See Moffett, \textit{supra} note 2, pp. 234-239.

\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Statement by the Women's Initiatives at the opening of the Trial of Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo}, Women's Initiatives for Gender Justice, 22 November 2010, p. 4.
While we look to the ICC to deliver justice for victims, it is only one international institution. It cannot deliver justice to the millions of victims of international crimes. Instead the Court represents an international effort to end impunity for international crimes and to deliver justice for victims. To more effectively achieve justice for victims of international crimes, it requires states to domestically deliver it and for the ICC to be a court of last resort. As such a more victim-orientated approach to complementarity is required, where states are encouraged and monitored to provide redress to victims locally. This is compliant with numerous human rights treaties and international customary law, in that providing remedy to victims of international crimes is an effective way to tackle impunity. Justice for victims is a step closer to being realised with the creation and work of the ICC. Yet there remains much to do in making victims’ engagement with the ICC meaningful and effective at the local and international level.